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QUESTION 1

For effective VMware platform validation to take place, that platform should be _____________. 

A. running test guest workloads 

B. running workloads of projected application resource requirements 

C. stress tested until failure to understand capacity 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You are a VMware technical consultant for an application development project. The system consists of a multitier
application. The team consists of you, five developers, and a project manager. At the project kickoff meeting, you are
tasked with creating the servers for each stage of the development life cycle the team is using: development, testing,
staging, and production. During the meeting, you come to the conclusion that the technical specifications have yet to be
defined or will likely change. Which of the following scaling approaches for guest workload design would be most
appropriate? 

A. Adaptive 

B. Predictive 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Network vMotion requires ______________. 

A. network I/O control 

B. distributed switches 

C. a Vmkernal port marked as Network vMotion 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

vSphere cluster functionality such as DRS and HA does not need to be part of a validation plan. This kind of
documentation is only concerned with guest VM workload validation, not platform- wide validation. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

A functional requirement ____________. 

A. specifies what the system should do 

B. is a detail that happens to be true but has not been tested or verified 

C. specifies how the system should behave 

D. is an attribute that can prevent the completion of the project 

Correct Answer: A 
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